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GENERAL ANALYTICS.
In this section I will explain how basic quantities used in PsyQuation Analytics are deﬁned and
computed. I will not cover any speciﬁc details of technical implementation just the mathematical expressions.
PsyQuation updates all the values in equal time-intervals. There are two common timeintervals of updates - 15 minutes and 5 minutes intervals. In either case we refer to such interval
as period.
We start with the deﬁnition of an equity. Equity at time t is the sum of cash balance and the
open pnl
Et = Ct + Pt .
To compute the return between the time-intervals (t−1) and t we use the following expression
rt =

Et
Et−1 + Dt

where Dt is the total deposit/withdrawal between the times (t − 1) and t. The rationale here
is that any deposit is invested at the beginning of the time period and we assume that all the
trades are automatically rebalanced after the deposit. Given the length of a period we believe
it is valid assumption.
Once we computed the time-series of returns we may compute performance of a trading
account by

t
∏
pt =
(1 + rs ) − 1.
s=1

Performance, maximal drawdown, proﬁt factor, Sharpe ratio, Omega and many other quantities are deﬁned based on the time-series of performance. We will not deﬁne them here.
Value-at-risk (VaR) is deﬁned based on the current open positions. Suppose, trading account holds positions in instruments A and B. The size of position in A is vA and the size of
position in B is vB . We look at the sequence of proﬁts and losses made every day by one share
of A over the period of 3 months. Denote this sequence by sA . Similarly, for B let sB denote
the sequence for position in B. sP = vA sA + vB sB is the daily proﬁt and loss made by the currently open portfolio. The 5-percent quantile of the distribution sP is the value-at-risk of an
open portfolio.
This deﬁnition generalizes to any portfolio of instruments. Arguably, this deﬁnition is superior to the so-called historical VaR because its value changes immediately with the change
of portfolio.
For the individual trades in the trading account we report standard statistics like the number of trades, expectancy, percent proﬁtable, etc. and also one advanced number called the
Trade CaR. Trade CaR states for ”capital at risk” and is deﬁned as the maximal negative ﬂoating
pnl relative to equity achieved by the trade.
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For example, if the lowest open PnL of a trade is −100$ and equity at the time when this
open PnL was achieved was 10, 000$ the CaR of this trade is given by CaR = −100/10000 =
−0.01. This is a very useful number because many traders deﬁne their risk tolerances in terms
of their trade CaRs.
Finally, we need to explain portfolio computations tab. Given the portfolio of some instru√
ments the volatility of this portfolio is σ = xT Σx where x is the vector of trade sizes held in
each instrument and Σ is the correlation matrix of the portfolio. For each instrument, the risk
contribution of the instrument xi is deﬁned by
RCi = xi

Σxi
.
σ

FIGURE 1: RISK CONTRIBUTION.

GENERAL STATS.
In this section we will list some interesting stats related to the research database used in the
studies. Our research database might be slightly more ”professional” if compared with a typical
retail Forex broker.
We all know that on average, retail Forex accounts are not proﬁtable. And actually this is
one of the reasons why brokers spend so much money on the retention and acquisition of new
customers.
TABLE 1: GENERAL INFORMATION.
Name

Value

Average Account Size (USD)

8315$

Median performance across all accounts

-34.8%

Median performance of proﬁtable accounts

17%

Median performance of negative accounts

-68.5%

Median VaR

-7.3%

Mean Active Days

286

Median Max Drawdown

64.8%
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In general retail traders trade quite frequently during the day as opposed to their more institutional peers. That is what we can see on the trades statistics side
TABLE 2: TRADES STATS.
Name

Value

Mean Trade Count

1295

Median Trade Count

395

Std Trade Count

2049

The database shows a considerable disposition effect
TABLE 3: POSITIVE/NEGATIVE TRADES BREAKDOWN I.
Category

Median Time

All Trades

60 minutes

Positive Trades

60 minutes

Negative Trades

75 minutes

This observation also holds for these trades proﬁts and losses. We have the following
TABLE 4: POSITIVE/NEGATIVE TRADES BREAKDOWN II.
Category

Median PnL

Positive Trades

3.1 USD

Negative Trades

-3.9 USD

Finally, lets take alook at the average commissions that a trading account generates per
month
TABLE 5: MONTHLY COMMISSIONS.
Name

Value

Average Monthly Commission

253$ USD

Median Monthly Commission

29.8$ USD

Standard Deviation of Commissions

1275$
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PSYQUATION SCORE.
The PsyQuation deﬁnition of a trader is someone who buys and sells ﬁnancial instruments for
speculative gain and is typically someone who trades at least once a week. The ﬁnancial instruments we cover in our deﬁnition are: FX derivatives, Stocks, CFD’s, Futures and Options.
A 2015 research report estimates the size of the global trading community at more than 80 million active traders with a large part of the recent growth coming from advancements in technology (especially mobile), easy access to leverage and the abundance of provocative advertising
selling the dream of ﬁnancial freedom.
However, the reality is not all traders can be successful and its therefore incumbent on the
trader to ask themselves a fundamental question, “am I a good trader, or said more formally do
I have skill?” This might seem like a simple question, after all isn’t it easy to establish this fact,
all you need to do is look at your trading account and see if there are any proﬁts?
It turns out answering this question is a lot more complicated. For a performance metric to
be accepted as a good measure of a trader’s skill it needs to provide insights to future proﬁtability, before the fact. The industry is littered with countless “fortune tellers” claiming a trader to
be a star; however, these proclamations are often laced with a fair dose of hindsight bias, and
almost always proclaimed after the fact. The Nobel Memorial Prize for Economic Sciences was
awarded to Professor William Sharpe in 1990 for his contribution to measuring risk-adjusted
performance. The Sharpe Ratio as it has become known is still regarded today as the gold standard for measuring risk-adjusted performance. However, as with most generalized mathematical solutions, the information derived lacks sufﬁcient detail to accurately classify a trader with
skill with a high probability of making proﬁts in the future.
For the past 5yrs the PsyQuation founders have dedicated their careers to solving how to
quantify and identify trading talent. The ﬁrst productive steps on this journey took place in
2012 with the creation of a scoring algorithm, that enjoyed a strong following until its sale, using daily time series of returns to score and rank traders. The next important step was developing an improvement on this score by including all the trade data to more accurately assess
a trader’s given level of skill. We acknowledge that no matter how good our efforts may be
this will always be a work in progress, and that there are no deﬁnite answers to the question
of “does a trader have skill?” Rather success for PsyQuation is determined along a probability
spectrum with an acceptable level of conﬁdence. What this means is that our Score’s out of
sample back-testing results need to outperform all other performance metrics.

PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH TO THE PSYQUATION SCORE™ CONSTRUCTION.
Every model needs an overriding philosophy and the PsyQuation Score™ is no different. If trading FX, Futures and Options is a zero-sum game then on average nobody wins trading. HowPsyQuation Analytics
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ever, we know from personal experience and from the media in general that there are traders
who do repeat their success for lengthy periods of time.
If a trader consistently harvests proﬁts from their trading in a market that is structurally
designed to return, on average, zero $; there must be an X-factor present, we call that factor
skill.
This is our starting point, because without skill there can be no conﬁdence in one’s ability
to forecast future success. Skill serves as the foundational bedrock of the PsyQuation Score™
providing valuable information to the trader and allocator. However, skill on its own is not sufﬁcient to inform you of future trading success. For example, a highly skilled greedy trader who
pushes his strategy too aggressively to maximize proﬁts with risky position sizing will probably
not be that successful.
We therefore add two factors to the score to take these realities into consideration. We
include a risk component that is used to adjust a trader’s score by the appropriateness of the
risk being applied and we do the same with behaviour, measuring the degree of bad behaviour
identiﬁed in the trader’s log of trades.
At this point the score is starting to take shape and provide a ﬁrm foundation for scoring a
trader’s probability of future success. However, we need a factor that glues the 3 factors: skill,
risk and behaviour together and provide the score a mechanism for removing luck out of the
equation. The fourth and ﬁnal factor in our score is history.

SKILL COEFFICIENT.
We deﬁne skill as the ability to consistently produce positive PnL (after transaction costs). To
strip out the effect of different $ size accounts we consider the distribution of proﬁt and loss
relative to $1 invested. We deﬁne this as “trade return” and measure it in the base currency
of the account, from this point for consistency and comparison purposes we convert the base
currency to US dollars. This distribution spans all the trades in a trading account including the
mark-to-market PnL of open positions.
We then estimate the probability that this empirical distribution has a positive mean value.
This can be described more formally as the mean of a probability distribution as deﬁned as a
simple average, 1/N (sum of all trade returns). However, this is simply a point estimate and we
need to satisfy the conﬁdence interval for the P (mean > 0) only if this is high enough do we
say the mean is positive.
The problem with the distribution that we are working with is it typically contains outliers,
trades of abnormal size, behavioral biases and other anomalies that make it difﬁcult to establish clearly if there is “skill”. This is where PsyQuation applies some “secret sauce” to extract
valuable information from the noise.
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RISK COMPONENT.
The deﬁnition of the risk component of the score follows closely the formulas for capital requirements that are used in Basel III and the Dodd-Frank regulatory environments. Recall,
that VaR (value-at-risk) is a statistical risk measure which measures a 5% probable loss in a
day. As a rule of thumb VaR is a minimal loss that happens once every 20 days on average. In
mathematical terms VaR is a value of a 5% quantile of return distribution. There are two main
deﬁnitions of VaR used in the literature: VaR of portfolio and historical VaR. The difference is
the return distribution for computing the historical case is the distribution of the daily returns
of the actual account, while in the portfolio case it is the daily return distribution of the current
portfolio (open positions) in the account.
Portfolio VaR is far more computationally difﬁcult to compute but it is a much better reﬂection of the risk during the day under consideration. It is particularly useful for detection of
Martingale and Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA) trading strategies, option writers and other fancy
order management strategies that are characterized by smooth up-trending equity curves followed by bankruptcy.
For the computation of the score we compute two VaR’s: current VaR of the portfolio and
the value of the average portfolio VaR over a certain period of time. Then, the minimum of these
two values is taken (minimal value = largest loss). This is done to make sure that if something
unexpected happens to the risk of the currently open portfolio it will be instantly reﬂected in
the risk score.

BEHAVIORAL COMPONENT.
This component of the score looks at the frequency of bad alerts and compare this frequency
with the typical frequency of bad alerts in our database and calibrates the score accordingly.

HISTORIC COMPONENT.
The PsyQuation score based on only the three components mentioned above will not distinguish between well established traders who have been trading for a lengthy period and relatively new traders whose strategy produces many trades. To compensate for this drawback we
add a fourth component to the score to which we call – history. While we know that past returns are no guarantee of future performance, knowing that a trader has survived for a certain
amount of time and in different market conditions as well as the way the trader made proﬁts
relative to risk is quantitatively and qualitatively important. History plays an even more important role in the FX markers where the mean lifespan of an account is around 6 months.
To compute the historical component we use an Omega ratio. Omega ratio is a risk-adjusted
performance measure that was introduced by Keating & Shadwick in 2002. It is deﬁned as
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follows,
Ω=

Emax(r, 0)
,
Emin(r, 0)

where r is the distribution of daily returns. This formula measures the ratio between the typical
positive return over the typical negative return.
Based on our analysis the Omega ratio is superior to other risk-adjusted performance measures in out of sample performance. In particular, future performance is positively correlated
with Omega.
We use the Omega ratio calibrated on our database of more than 4, 000 accounts to produce
the historical component of the score.

COMPOSITION OF COMPONENTS.
We do not disclose the weightings of the different components of the score. We use a combination of empirical research and qualitative experience.

DATA & TESTING METHODOLOGY.
TABLE 6: TEST DATA.
Name

Value

Number of Accounts

4151

Number of Trades

3,745,175

Average Trades per Account

902

Since

01-03-2013

To test the PsyQuation Score™ we have split the data into three subsets: train, validation and
test. Random shufﬂe was used for this split which destroyed potential temporal or cross broker correlations. Each of the subsets has an input component: part of the account’s history
that is used to compute the value of the score and output component which is another part of
account’s history that is used to compute the out of sample performance of this account.
For example, assume that train set contains accounts {A, B, C} and the test set contains
accounts {D, E, F }. Lets assume for instance that account D from the test set has a timespan
from “01-01-2014” until “01-01-2016”. The input for account D would consist for its history
from “01-01-2014” until “01-01-2015” and the output for account D would consist of its history from “01-01-2015” until “01-01-2016”. The model is trained on the set of accounts A, B,
C. As a result we get a function “score”. We compute the value of this “score” function on the
input part of each of the accounts D, E, F getting score(D), score(E), score(F).
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All accounts from the test set were sorted in the sequence of their increasing scores and we
used the value of the out of sample “trade return” (deﬁned above) as the ﬁtness measure. The
test set was split into “Skilled” and “Unskilled” groups and the difference between the means
of their trade returns was used as a measure of how good the scoring model is.

FIGURE 2: SKILLED VS. NONSKILLED TRADERS COMPARISON.
The ﬁrst interesting part of the results is how we clearly see the mean trade returns for
“skilled” traders (green) shifted to the right of the zero axis and the red “unskilled” grouped
traders. We can see quite clearly our model for deﬁning “skill” is effective at predicting out of
sample trade returns, i.e. before the fact.
Second set of results is an out of sample backtest of the PsyQuation Score. To do this backtest we created several portfolios of trading accounts using the Top 25% quantile for different performance measures: Omega ratio, Sharpe ratio and PsyQuation Score. These accounts
were also ﬁltered to match certain minimal equity and trading history requirements. We have
also added 5 portfolios selected randomly as a dummy benchmark. In the table below one can
see typical annualized performance, volatility and Sharpe ratio of such portfolios.
Weights in every portfolio were selected utilizing the risk parity model. Portfolios were
rebalanced monthly.
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TABLE 7: TEST DATA.
Portfolio

Annualized Performance Sharpe Ratio

Annualized Volatility

Top 25% PsyQuation Score

15.63%

1.46

10.68%

Top 25% Omega Ratio

2.72%

0.22

12.38%

Top 25% Sharpe Ratio

0.42%

0.03

14.34%

Random Portfolio 1

3.18%

0.32

9.98%

Random Portfolio 2

-2.47%

-0.15

16.91%

Random Portfolio 3

- 9.08%

-0.67

13.37%

Random Portfolio 4

5.38%

0.71

7.58%

Random Portfolio 5

-6.13%

-0.76

8.09%

Resulting equity curves are shown in the screen below:

FIGURE 3: SCORE BACKTEST.

ALERTS.
MARTINGALE ALERT.
A martingale or doubling is a trading strategy where the trade size doubles each time the loss
grows with the goal of small reversion in price required to be proﬁtable. Besides the pure martingale there are several other variants of this same strategy when trade size might not double,
orders can go in different directions, etc. In either case martingale is characterized by the following two properties: trade size grows exponentially in a sequence, all trades starting from
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the second are opened based on a certain loss condition.
Many traders are using martingale trading strategies since they produce a much smoother
equity curve. However, as we will see later martingales can be very dangerous both from a risk
and performance perspective. It is often hard to tell (looking at the equity curve of a trading
strategy) that a certain strategy is a martingale or not. However, it is usually clear from the VaR
chart of the martingaler.
We start with the theoretical proof that martingales are inferior to the more conventional
trading strategies. Even when the transaction costs are not factored into the analysis, martingales still show inferior performance.
We will look at the martingale trading strategies from the point of view of a ”gambler’s ruin”
problem. If Xt is a discrete random process that has an absorption state at zero (bankruptcy)
and the transition probability functions are P (Xt+1 = Xt + 1) = q and P (Xt+1 = Xt − 1 = p
with p + q = 1 and p < q one can prove the following:
Proposition: The probability to hit an absorption state by a buy and hold strategy starting
from the capital of x is given by ( pq )x .
Since, by the deﬁnition, p < q we can see that the probability decays exponentially as a
function of the starting capital.
Now lets assume we have access to the same discrete random process Xt but want to trade
it as a martingale doubling our position each time the process Xt goes down. Trading Xt like
this produces a new process Yt of our equity and we also want to understand the probability to
hit an absorption state. One can prove the following:
Proposition: The probability P (x) of bankruptcy for a martingale strategy as a function of
the starting capital x has a limit P∞ = limx→∞ P (x) > 0.
This is a surprising result which say that regardless of the amount of initial capital and the
size of an edge p − q the martingale strategy has a chance to go bankrupt.
Now, when we know the theoretical ﬂaws of the martingale position sizing lets look at the
real trading results. In live trading - martingales are expected to also suffer from larger than
normal transaction costs used to cover the exponential increase in position size.
For this we have developed a martingale test where we tag a trading account as a martingale whenever a certain pattern in position sizes is observed. In particular, we say the trading account is a martingale if we identify a pattern in one symbol where the trade sizes grow
with multipliers (1, 2, 4, 6) with each consecutive trade and this pattern happens more than ten
times per month. Every trading account is correspondingly tagged as a martingale or non martingale account. We have compared annualized performances of martingale and non martingale accounts. The results are presented in the following table:
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TABLE 8: MARTINGALES VERSUS NON MARTINGALES.
Name

Value

Martingale Accounts

-75.3%

Non Martingale Accounts

-35%

As we can see clearly from this table even despite the fact that martingale accounts might
have a smoother and ”better” equity curve - the end result is strictly worse.

DCA ALERT.
A DCA or dollar-cost-averaging trading strategy is a position sizing strategy when a position is
added to an open losing position in the hope that average proﬁt of all trades combined will be
positive. For example, if the open price of a position was 100 and now the price is 90 we buy
one extra share at 90. Now, for the combined position of two shares we need the price to climb
above 95 to be proﬁtable and so on. DCA trading strategies are characterized by the following
two properties: the size of the open position increases linearly and adding to the open position
happens based on an existing loss condition.
For DCA, same results as for the martingales could be proved - the probability of bankruptcy
still does not depend on the starting capital. The difference between the two strategies is in
the severity of the drawdowns: where the martingale might lose et in time t the DCA will lose
approximately t2 . Because of these two facts, while not as disastrous as a martingale, inﬁnite
DCAs can still be quite dangerous.
Same, as with martingales we have performed a comparison of DCA and Non DCA accounts.
We tag a trading account as a DCA if trades in the same instrument are opened in a sequence
with constant price difference at least ten times per month.
TABLE 9: DCA VERSUS NON DCA.
Name

Value

DCA Accounts

-77%

Non DCA Accounts -15.2%

VALUE AT RISK ALERT.
Value at Risk (or VaR for short) is deﬁned as a certain quantile of a daily loss (5% quantile in our
case).
When a user opens up a PsyQuation account they are requested to choose two numbers one is the ”target performance” and another one is the ”max acceptable loss”. Target perforPsyQuation Analytics
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mance is the desired level of annualized performance and max acceptable loss is the level of
annualized maximal drawdown to be tolerated in a trading account. By setting these two numbers the user uniquely determines their proﬁt and risk tolerances. We then use these numbers
to derive the expected statistics like the Sharpe ratio, Omega ratio, VaR etc.
The VaR alert is triggered when the trading account has a realized VaR which is greater than
the expected VaR. This is a very powerful alert as it forces the trader to reﬂect on their goals
triggering a need for behavioral change which PsyQuation measures.
For this we are looking at the dependence between VaR and proﬁtability. Here we plot the
minus median of VaR on the Y-axis and performance on the X-axis.

FIGURE 4: MEDIAN VAR VS PROFITABILITY.
We can see clearly from this picture that accounts with high median VaR perform worse in
general compared to those accounts with lower VaR.

DURATION ALERT.
When a trade incurs a transaction cost a certain size of price movement is needed in order to
cover it. Therefore a trade needs to be of a duration that is long enough for the instruments
natural volatility to result in a proﬁtable trade after transaction costs.
For each broker, we estimate the minimal allowed duration of a trade that can still be profitable. This duration depends on the spread, commissions and several other factors including
volatility and is estimated around 20 − 40 seconds per trade. We notify the trader if the trade
duration is less than the threshold duration required for a trade to be proﬁtable after all typical
costs.
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OPTIMAL POSITION SIZE ALERT.
With start with a simple example. Lets assume we have a biased coin and a starting capital
of $100. The probability of tails is 70% and we want to use this information to maximize the
amount of money we make after a certain (large enough) number of bets. Every time we bet
we can choose a percentage of existing capital. The question is what percentage to choose?
Obviously, this optimal percentage is greater than zero and strictly less than 100% since betting all capital each bet will lead to a sure loss. Therefore, there exists an optima. In the ﬁnancial
literature this is called a Kelly fraction. A not so trivial fact about the Kelly fraction is the following:
Proposition: If f is the Kelly fraction then betting with the bet size in [f, 2f ] is proﬁtable but
not optimal, i.e. for every x ∈ [f, 2f ] there is some better y ∈ [0, f ] that has the same expected
growth and strictly less risk. Any x ∈ [2f, +∞) has a negative expected growth (and very high
risk).
This gives the optimal bounds for the size of the optimal bet.
Kelly fraction could also be applied to a more complex situation like trading. In our analytics
we use the following formula for the Kelly optimal f .
Proposition: If the outcome of the bet is a Gaussian random variable with the mean µ and
standard deviation of σ then the Kelly fraction is given by f =

µ
.
σ2

For every trade we estimate the Kelly fractions and notify traders if the size of the trade is
larger than the corresponding Kelly fraction since it is always suboptimal in view of the Proposition above.

MARGIN CALL ALERT.
A margin call is an event when the trade or trades are closed because of the margin level in an
account. This is a very negative event for a trading account since most of the time after the
margin call account will blow up. Based on our statistics margin calls happen in approximately
40% of all the trading accounts from the research database.
For such traders we have created an early warning signal. It alerts the trader that there is
a high chance of a margin call happening in the next 30 minutes. Surprisingly, traders current
margin level is not the only and not the most important factor that affects the probability of
a future margin call. Other important factors are the stop losses in place for this trader, VaR,
the value of the PnL to equity etc. Using these parameters we build a Naive Bayes classiﬁer
calibrated to the particular broker.
To see, how effective the classiﬁer is, we present below the result of predictions for approximately 8, 000 examples in the test sample. The true positive rate, which is the ability to
correctly predict the margin calls in the test sample, is 93%. The false positive rate is around
5%.
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TABLE 10: MARGIN CALL FORECASTING.
Confusion matrix (without normalization)
False

4050 218

True

301

3997

False

True

TRADE SIZE ALERT.
There is a well-documented bias in behavioral ﬁnance where a trader is in serious drawdown
they often take on too much risk in an attempt to quickly recover the losses. We can clearly see
this effect in the database.
Below, is a plot of ”volume to equity” shown as a function of a current maximal drawdown.

FIGURE 5: TRADE VOLUME TO DRAWDOWN.

STOP-LOSS ALERT.
There is a prevailing sentiment in the industry that people should be using stop losses in their
trading. In the academic literature, because of the Efﬁcient Market Hypothesis (EMH), stop
loss strategies were not attracting that much attention since from the point of view of the EMH
stop loss will in general reduce the premium µ − rf at the times when stopped out.
When the strategy exhibits mean-reverting characteristics it is known that stop losses negatively affect the performance, since in this case stop losses would be applied at exactly the
wrong time when the strategy is about to mean revert. When trading returns are persistent,
for a sufﬁciently high positive auto correlation, one can show that stops are positive for a trading strategy.
We have conducted multiple research studies on the effectiveness of the stop losses in the
retail Forex trading as well as performance of stops when applied to certain groups of traders.
The results are the following: there is a considerable negative effect of stop losses on the trading performance shown in the table below in all of the studies.
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First, we have looked at the change in performance when we apply the stop-losses to some
very good trading accounts (relative to PsyQuation score). For those accounts that are marked
Top in our research database we have backtested an effect of applying the stops at the personalized stop loss levels set to their 15% historical quantiles. Afterwards, for every account in this
sample we have created the time-series of hypothetical equity curve and hypothetical returns.
Finally, we have compared the medians for the actual and backtested accounts. The results are
presented in the table below:
TABLE 11: STOP LOSSES I.
Performance Real

15.9%

Performance Hypo

−1.6%

Annualized Performance Real

13%

Annualized Performance Hypo

-3.8%

Sharpe Ratio Real

0.47

Sharpe Ratio Hypo

-0.05

It is clear that for the accounts with persistent positive edge, the effect of stop losses is in
general negative.
Similar results hold for a broader universe of trading accounts. If we just compare those
accounts which use stop losses to those accounts that don’t we can see that in the later case
performance is also higher. For this we have separated all the trading accounts into four groups:
positive using stop losses, positive not using stops, negative using stops and negative not using
stops and looked at the median out-of-sample performance for these accounts.
TABLE 12: STOP LOSSES II.
Positive and Use Stops

-73.3%

Positive and No Stops

-55.6%

Negative and Use Stops

-84.5%

Negative and No Stops

-54.1%

TEST RESULTS.
To assess the effectiveness of alerts we have backtested performance of original trading accounts versus the hypothetical performance of the same accounts but when we forced them
to follow the alerts explained above.
Before we proceed to the results I would like to start with the brief explanation of methodology. Test was conducted on a random set of 157 accounts. We have used such a small number
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of trading accounts since each account takes on average more than a day of computation time
(the reason for this will be clear from below explanation).
For every test account we have started to reconstruct the equity for every day of its trading
history. On every 15 minutes interval and for each trade we have looked if any alert was generated at this time/trade and if correction needs to be applied to a trade size or risk exposure.
For a VaR alert we have corrected the trade sizes of trades to match the ideal calibrated VaR
given the performance/loss thresholds of 20%/20%. This roughly corresponds to a 5% value-atrisk. For a martingale alert and a DCA alert we have blocked all trades in a sequence after the
ﬁrst time the martingale or DCA pattern was observed. For a Kelly alert we have corrected the
position size of every trade to match at least the Kelly optimal f . We have removed all trades
which had duration less than or equal to its broker threshold.
Because all the decisions were made based on the reconstructed equity we had to do all
the operations in sequental order one period at a time. This results in enormous computing
resources.
If, during the test, some account was closed due to bad performance we have noted this
critical loss. For a reconstructed account, if at the same time its loss was strictly better than
the real loss we prolonged the equity curve with its typical return until the critical loss was hit.
If reconstructed account has hit the critical loss earlier we have closed it at this period. If the
end performance of a test or reconstructed account was positive we have prolonged it 365 days
after the last known date with typical returns. Each time we prolonged test or reconstructed
account we have assumed the same amount of commissions (typical daily commissions) were
generated for the prolongation.
We can now look at the main results of the backtest. The main result of the backtest is
that on average, the performance went from negative −34.9% to a positive 2.7%. The average
trading volume increased by roughly 1.85 times. Correspondingly increased the commissions
generated by the reconstructed accounts.
To see, how the volume has increased on a month by month basis we have plotted the volumes generated by the test and reconstructed accounts on the same bar chart.
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FIGURE 6: TEST AND RECONSTRUCTED VOLUMES.
We can see that during the ﬁrst two months the volume has decreased by about 15% in
total but starting from the ﬁfth month month by month volume for the reconstructed accounts
increases relative to the test volume.
Same applies to the lifetimes of the trading accounts. For the test set of accounts median
lifetime was 4 months whereas for the reconstructed accounts median lifetime has increased
to 6.5 months.
To summarize the result we have combined them in the table
TABLE 13: BACKTEST RESULTS.
Statistics

Test

Reconstructed

Median Performance -34.9%

+2%

Total Volume (bn)

4.1

7.6

Median Lifetime

4

6.5
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